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Faculty Takes the_Fifth
Clinic Vote
Goes Behind
Closed Doors
by J ere Blake

The faculty vote on the clinic funding
proposals almost certainly will be held
in closed session. meaning that no
students will be permitted to attend,
Dean Sandalow told the R.G. Monday.
Sandalow said that since discussion
preceding the vote will center on
budgetary and possibly personnel consequences of the proposals- matters

which the faculty traditionally cons iders behind c losed doors- " It
wouldn't be worth it to keep calling
people tn (to the meeting > just for the
vote."
The Dean also said the vote probably
won 't be held this Friday, as earlier expected, but possibly the next week or
after spring break.
Student Senate President Doug
Ellmann had sent a letter to Sandalow
last week requesting that the clinic vote
be open to the three student representatives who are regularly permitted to
attend the faculty meetings. In the let·
ter, Ell mann argued that since students
had already voted on both the merits
and budgetary implications of the clinic

proposals <via student representation
on the clinic committee), and because
the vote deeply affects the students'
academic interests, the students are
entitled to know not only the results but
the reasoning behind the clinic vote.
" I can't remember a vote in which so
many students showed such active support for a program and were barred
from the meeting at which the critical
vote was held," EHmann told the R.G .
earlier this week . "Even if the
discussion regarding budget issues is
closed because of its sensitive nature,"
EHmann said. "we still hope that the
dean would call in the student representatives when the vote is taken."
Sandalow told the R.G .. however,
that keeping the meeting closed would
facilitate more open and frank
discussion. with the consequence of
wiser policy making. The Dean added
that following the vote he would be
available to discuss with students the
nature of the debate and of the vote.
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The clinic discussion and vote will
center on the two proposals the facul ty
received from the clinic committee at
the end of the last semester, including
the majority proposal calJing for
S125,000 in law school funding. and the
minority proposal to maintain Jaw
school funding at SHlO.OOO. The clinic
program will see a decrease in total
funding under either proposal, since the
program is losing nearly all of its outside funds .

Charging
'High' Fees
Jim K. doesn't tlun/.. 1hut acceptinfl,
marijuana and COC(IInl.' from cltents in
return for his lefl,al wrvtce~ f.l'pifie~ 1111 at·
torney~f proc1ice. Nellher doe\ he think it
. is atypical. But he doe1 cull 11 pen-um·e.
K., 28, reared m rhc Derrmt urea and
graduated from the Unil'l'rWI' oj Chtcaf{o
Law School, enterl!d 1he lexul profession
five year~ al(o w11h u medtlllll 11:.e law
firm in do~<.nro ~<.n ( 'htcuf!o. /It> IIIII•' prac·
tices permnal injun and crimmal deje11~e
work 011 his own in the 1ume ct/1'
K. was m rhe Detm/1 an·u th1~ pow
weekend. and ralked •uth R.(•. Eduor
Jeff Blake ahour luwrrn. drul(l and orher
thinf{S.

..

Q : How do you "ork drugs into your

bus iness?
A: I occasionally accept drugs as
partial payment for my services.
Q: Whatkindordrugs?
A: Marijuana and cocaine.
Q: How preva lent i<> this practice
a mong lawyers you kno" '!
A: It depends on whether the
lawyers have the opportunity for it,
a nd whether your clients have access to drugs. It also depends on
where your practice ts On the South
Side, for example, you're not going
to develop the kind of relationship
that facilitates trust. You have to
develop that trust first.
Q : Hav4' you comr close to getting
cau ght at this?
A: Never . But you have to be
careful. You have to remember that
clients, particularly criminal clients, often have criminal records. You
have to make sure they're not
See FEES. page two

R.C. P~olo b) Poullatslrom

E mcel' Mar k va n PuttPn helped put on last week's poetry reading. For story
and samples. see pageS

Students Cleared

Profs Mum
On Cheating;
Source Talks
by Jere Eisenberg
The students involved in the Martin
cheating scandal have been cleared of
all charges against them: While all
faculty members involved in the investigation apparently were advised by
the Committee on Professional Respon·
sibility to refuse any comment on the
in,•estigation, an independent source to
the R.G. stated that the evidence in·
culpating the accused students was
very weak and " The accused students'
lives were dis r upted without
justification."
The Committee on Professional
Responsibility released a statement to
the R.G. on Monday, February 15th.
That statement reads:

"The Commutee on Professional Responsibtluy has concluded a thorOuf!h m~:esttKation of the allt[led cheannR on
examinarions Rll'en in Profe.ssor James A.
,\1artin 's courfl' in Commercial Transact tons
dunng the fall 1981 semesrtr. The Commiuee
will take no acnon.
"Because of the interest of the La~<. School
community in thts mauer. the Committee
wiShes to announce that it belie•·es that no
cheatrng ocmrrtd on the e~aminattons m
Commercial Transacuons. On tht othl'r
hand, rhe Commutee belie1•es that the muller
was appropriately referred to the Commillet'.
Tht' Commiuee will submit a report on thtr
and other mauers cons1dertd b.v the Commltree at a later date in conform//}' w11h the
Rules."

According to the Law School's Rules
of
Conduct and
Disciplinary
Proceedings, the Assistant Dean is instructed to refer possible chea ting
violations to the Committee onJy upon a
finding of "probable cause." However,
Professor Pierce, while refusing to
comment on the specifics of the investigation, noted, "The matter was not
one of no clear and convincing evidence. It was a matter of no evidence."
Professor Martin, who several weeks
before had indicated to the R.G. that he
believed he knew who the students
were, also refused to discuss details,
but indicated that the Committee's fin·
dings were convincing enough to cause
him to change his opinion. ' 'I'm convin·
ced that no cheating occurred," he
stated. Martin added that "I would like
to explain the apparent inconsistency in
my two statements, but the Committee
has persuaded me that it is in the best
interests of all those concer ned to
decline to do so."
, ee C H EAT I ~G. page eleven

Clinic Poll:

Faculty Favors $125,000 Proposal
by Joe Hardig
Based on a projection poll of 32
professors conducted by the RG. it appears as if the Curriculum Committee's
major ity proposal to budget $125.000 for
the clinic will bring home a landslide
victory.
The minority proposal, to limit the
Clinic budget to its current budget of
SIOO.OOO, has virtually no support
among professors polled.

Professor reactions to the polling
were varied:
• Professor McCree, "I think we
should have a very strong clinic. but as
to how much it should cost. I have yet to
hear a convincin,g argument.
Therefore, I'm still on the fence."
• Professor Israel, "I decline to
disclose my vote. because I think thts
poll is inappropriate. First, we're not
legislators and shouldn't be lobbied as

such Second. one shouldn't make a
de<:ision unttl all arguments have been
heard . Among others, the Dean has not
spoken on this issue yet. thus I won't
disclose my vote until I've heard all the
arguments ··
• Professor Kahn, " Since tt 's not
proper to poll people before they vote
and it's not proper to vote before all
arguments have been presented. I
decline to dtsclose m) vote."

•
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Legal Fees Getting ~Higher, and
from page one
working for the police, or that they'll
inform the police.
You take precautions You don't
talk on the telephone, you work out
of your own office. and you don't go
onto the client's turf And you don't
deal With anyone wearmg a wmter
coat in the m1ddJe of summer There
mightbesomewlresunderthere
Actually, lawyers are in a good
position to do this sort of thing,
because clients have access to
drugs, and the lawyer has a lot of
control over the office, over the
relationship.
Q : But in your business you must
deal with the police quite a bit, at
least in the criminal area. Don't they
know what's happening?
A: I'll tell you about the police.
There was a guy who came in my office last week. He was charged with
drunk driving. Well. when they
arrested him for drunk drivmg, they
searched his car. In the course of the
search. they found some marijuana .
They took the marijuana, but they
never charged him with possession.
So they must have figured that using
the stuff was preferable to arresting
him and having to turn over the
marijuana

I

Q; )laybe they just burned it.
.
A: Yeah, but that wouJd be stup1d.

T~ey ~id~·t burn it. This kind_ ?f
thmg ISn t uncom':"on, and It s
proba~ly nota bad thing. The person
who IS not busted probably ap~reciat_es it, and if ~he police pro~it a
h_ttle btt. well that s not so terr1ble
either.
Q: Did you have anv kind or
problems with other Ia~vers "hen
you were in tbe £inn?
A: Well, there was one evening two
clients were in the office, about 11:00
at night, and they were conducting a
deal between themselves. And both
were pretty high-level people. I
mean, they weren't street dealers.
They sold to professionals. And this
night, they had a tremendous quantity of drugs with them, maybe
SlOO,OOO worth· And we were
smoking marijuana, snorting
cocaine, and I was higher than I'd
bee'l in years. It was crazy.
Then the senior partner walked in.
Just stormed into the office. saw
what was happening, and then just.
immersed himself into it. So I don't
know. I didn't have any problems

LONGEST
JWJ~l'
HOUR

- - -·- - OLDEST PIZZER I A

---·---

Fine l Pasta Dishe
Open for Lunch
Olnners until 1:00 A.M.

Cottage

INN
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~ $2.65 t
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•
""'
0
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there. But lh~n. he ~ight not have
been your typ1cal semor partner.
Q: You mu<,t be sa\ ing a little bit on
taxes · · ·
A. I don't declare the stuff.
Q: llo" pre\ Iant i'> usage among
Ia" ) er'>) ou kno" in Chicago?
A· It's umversal. And it defies any
particular charactenzatJOn as to
who uses it People and lawyers on
all levels Fewpeoplearesonaiveas
to think that lawyers are above that
kindofactivity .
Q: Shouldn't Ia" yers set high standards for themselves. to set an
examplt>?
A: No. There's no reason to be above
the general population. I consider
drug usage an amor al act.
There's nothing moral about it. but
there's certainly nothing immoral
about it either.
Q : Isn't brt-aking the law immoral?
A: No. It's mythic to consider much
of law as arising out of moral imperative Obviously, some laws
arise out of moral conviction. but
many of them don't. Is it immoral to
drive over 55? To bet on the Super
Bowl? That's illegal. but it's not •

immoral And smoking marijuana
and domg coca me . that's not immoral either 1\lobody's harmed, and
dependmg on how much you do it.
you're not harmed yourself. So why
is it immoral?
Q : Shouldn 't Ia") er., conduct themseh e!> .,0 10 rt•flt>ct "t'll on the entire
Iegalo,)'>tem. nn tht> \\3) that S)'Stem
achieHo,ju ... tict'?
A: No Ofcoursenot That'snoteven
our funct1on \\e're not supposed to
uphold JUStice
Q: What io,) our function?
A: Well , m criminal law, for instance. it's to msure due process, which
is not the equivalent of obtaining
justice. The securmg of due process
has little to do with the acquisition of
truth. The Idea 1s to take advantage
of all rights and pnvileges which the
Constitution of the Umted States and
the la"s of the State of Illinois offer.
The defense attorney has to try to
exploit those laws
Q: Rut b) dt-('rl'a.,ing respect for the
legal S)!>tem ...
A: Come on The reputation of at torneys is already rock bottom. It can ·l
go any low<>r

Motown Makes Room for Women
The author, Helen Gallagher, is a serond
year law student. A member of WI SA, .~he
has been an active member of the prol(ram
ming committee for the Conference.

ANN ARBOR'S

I

~Higher ,

The Women Law Students Association has achieved a four-year-old goal.
For the first time, the National Conference on Women and the Law will be
held in Michigan. In 1977, UM women
law students, wifh the help of Dean St.
Antoine, tried to get the Conference to
come to Ann Arbor. The conference site
chosen for that year was Madison,
Wisconsin. Last year, UM, with the four
other Michigan law schools, submitted
successfuJ bid to bring the Conference
to the state.
The 13th National Conference on
Women and tbe Law will be held Ill Cobo
Hall. March 25-28.
Getting the bid was a major project,
but after the bid was accepted last
spring in Boston, a major national conference for over 2000 participants had
to be planned. This past faU about 30
UM students and staff spent hundreds
of hours planning and selecting the
programming for the conference. One
hundred and sixty-one workshops a re
scheduled on a wide range of legal
topics affecting women. Over 300
leading legal scholars, litigators, experts from other disciplines, and community experts will be presenters.

a

Women in Law Conference
Conference participants will find
seminars on domestic violence, a survey of children's rights, interstate and
interna tiona I custody disputes ,
reproductive rights, and state intervention in family matters among the offerings .
The struggle against discrimination
against women continues in full force
and many workshops focus on the
various forms of discriminatin that still
confront women . These include
strategies for bringing discrimination
suits, a roundtable on the Equal Rights
Amendment. equal cred1t opportunities
for women. discrimination against
women in the insurance and housing in
dustries. and sever al workshops
devoted to the particular problems of
discnmination facing Iesbiar<>-in the
courtroom, in the workplace and in
soc1ety 10 general.
As Detroit, a city rich in labor
history, is the host c1ty for this year's
Conference, many of the workshops will
center on issues facing women in th-e
workforce. Topics range from
organizing women in labor unions,
bringing and proving employment
discrimination suits, equal pay for
equal work, employment issues of concern to older women and minority
women, sexism and intra-office

politics. and legisla tion affecting
women in the workplace.
In addition to the workshops, a
variety of entertainment is scheduled
including films, poetry readings, and a
feminist art show. On Friday, Holly
Near will be in concert at the Grand
Circus Theatre. Tickets to the concert
are included in the registra tion fee on a
first-come, first served basis.
The conference is a unique
educational opportunity. The issues the
workshops address will be helpful to all
of us as future attorneys whose practices will include women clients. For
women students. the Conference is an
opportunity to meet women attorneys
whose work is significant. It is a chance
for networkmg on legal and political
issues, as well as a chance to meet
women who have been our role models
in the struggle for a society free of gender-based discnmination.
For U-M Ia\\ students, Dean Sandalow has agreed to pay half of the
registration fee Any U-M law student
Cmale or female >has the opportunity to
attend the entire conference for Sl7.50.
WLSA is arranging car pools and buses.
Registration booklets are in the mail to
all female students, and are available
for male students. faculty and staff in
the WLSA office or outside Room 100.

R€GENCfTRAV€liNC.
STAFF
FACULTY
STUDENTS
Individuals or Groups / Domestic or International
MAJOR C_REDIT CAR DS HONORED
" we cafl arrange ;o b interview flight for you "

HOTELS • CAR RENTALS • CRUISES

CALL
665-6122

"Satisfying Your Full Travel Needs with Friendly Personalized Service"
Convenien t Location:

601 E. William

(CO RN ER E. WILLIAM & MAYNARD)

ANN ARBOR
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More News
Part Two:

Grades: A View From the Top.
by Mike Vale

£,·ery body has to adjust sometime to not
being number one.
Professor James \\ hilt

During three long years of their Jives,
law students earn a single badge of
recognition for all of their sweating and
agonizing: a grade. Because no one
pats us on lhe back and says, " You did
a great job of studying this week! " that
grade assumes a psychological importance for many that may be greater
than warranted. Even those people who
feel that grades do in fact measure important qualities also acknowledge that
grades can never be a perfect gauge by
which to predict who will be a good
lawyer .
Members of the faculty expressed
several justifications for maintaining a
grading system .

Just as the LSAT is an imperfect means _
of predicting performance in law
school, grades are an admittedly imperfect means of predicting performance as a lawyer. But many
professors feel that eliminating grades
would result in a loss because employers would have one less tool to use
in making their choices.
The job market is where the importance of grades really hits home for
many students. But the track record of
Michigan students shouJd encourage
even the most discouraged C student.
The 1981 graduating class (including
those who graduated in August and
December of 1980) was very successful
in the job market from the top to the
bottom of the class.Of students in the
top 25 percent of the class, 91 students
reported definite job plans upon

BREAKDOWN OF EMPLOYMENT BY CLASS STANDING
Year of Graduation
1980-81
1979-80

Number of Students Reporting Jobs
(by rank in class)
2nd quarter
3rd quarter
4th quarter
1st quarter
91
88
82
78
91
88
73
61

First, grades rank the students in a
class . They provide "objective"
criteria by which part of the law review
staff is chosen, by which employers
can, if they so choose, distinguish between students, and by which students
themselves can gauge their own performance. To serve this purpose, any
grading system with more than two
categories will do. <At Yale law school,
for example, students receive
designations of "honors," "pass," and
" low pass.")
Those professors who advanced this
justification believe that a student's
performance on several law school
exams indeed measures analytic skills
that are important in the practice of
law. However, they readily concede
that grading does not measure many
other attributes that a re essential to
success as an attorney.
The 4.4 s tudent. while perhaps
" smarter" than most, may still be a
" lousy lawyer," according to Professor
James White. However, many believe
that as a group, A students will excel in
practice as compared to C students. But
the professors readily acknowledge
many exceptions to that general
proposition.
Nevertheless. grades serve a purpose
for employers· they provide one more
basis upon which to e\·aluate students.

graduation ; in the bottom 25 percent, 78
students had jobs.
Placement Director Nancy Krieger
said she encounters almost no students
who cannot get the type of job they want
because of their grades, although that
is partly because few students begin
law school with very specific career
goals.
But if grades do not preclude a good
job, why all the fuss? Deah Susan
Eklund encounters students who have
difficulty adjusting to B's and C's after
a lifetime of A's. "They perceive B's as
not being very good, and C's as
failure," she says. A lot of that perception of fa iJure comes from comparison
to other students. " When you hear that
your friend down the haJJ got an A, you
can't admit you got a C."
Eklund feels the paranoia about
discussing grades during the first year
prevents students from realizing that to
get a Bora C here is not the same thing
as it was in coJJege.
r

answers and then having them
critiqued by those people.
Some professors and students believe
that grades motivate students to work
harder than they would without them.
For Professor White, grades give him a
"power to influence" students-to
motivate them - to do the work
necessary to achieve competence in a
difficuJt subject like Commercial Transactions.
For other s. however, this aspect of
grades is a detriment. Many students

• •

feel that the pressure caused by grades
makes the Jaw school experience unnecessarily miserable. One professor
dislikes grades because they interfere
with the student-teacher relationship,
creating a tension that interferes with
enjoyment of the learning process.
In the end, grades may have a
character-building quality: they teach
many of us to deal with relative failure
for the first time. As Professor White
puts it, it is better to make that adjustment here than "when you lose your
first lawsuit."

. and From the Bottom

The follo wing letter was submitted
anony mous ly to the R.G.

Perhaps some of you would like to
know what it's like to be on the underside of a three-point grade average-or .
better yet, way down under a two-five
as I am.
Most of you have dreaded that black
possibility that one day you might find
on your transcript a 'D' or a 'D ~ '.
Some of you even cringe at the very
notion of entering that purgatory of the
'C' and 'C +' range. WeU, I've been
there and remain there and it's no fun.
You're r ight to be afraid.
· My grade average is exactly 2.4. Does
it shock you? Amuse you? Give you
stereotypical thoughts ofmy race or
ethnic heritage? Let me dispel your
prejudicial inklings: I am white, male
and Jewish, a prime candidate for a
Philip Roth novel.
How does it feel to wallow in the bottom tenth of the class, you wonder. Has
it been worth your lime a nd effort to
avoid entering such uninteUectual depths? What difference would it have
made if you had indeed sunk so low? I' ll
tell you.
First, it seems to have made little difference in my quest for a summer
clerkship. I interviewed a number of
times, granted, but I ended up with
seven flybacks and four offers, two in
Washington, D.C. and two out west.

Second, despite my job-seeking success, I have had lo contend with the
inevitable attack on my confidence and
self-respect It's rather funny that it
makes any differ ence <given the success I ' ve met where it should
count-in room 200), but it does.
I Jive in a funny paradox. To all who
see me I am as successful as anyone.
But inside I feel small and powerless,
even with lhe knowledge that I'll be
very employed this summer. Truly 1 do
not understand. In my lifestyle and in
my outward appearance it all makes no
difference. But I feel different; and it is
because of this that I suggest that all of
you try your damndest not to fall into
the cavern of academic failure , or at
least mediocrity. You may still achieve
the same material gains (jobs, money,
recognition, etc.) as anyone else, but
you will not feel whole-rather, you will
feel like an imposter in a demanding
and competitive academe. And you
may doubt whether the charade can
continue forever .
That is my fear . Because of low
grades, I feel empty. not full and complete as a man of high letters. I question
the sense in feeling this way, but I
believe it is probably the product of the
attitudes and values foisted upon me by
a society of priorities turned upside
down and distorted persepectives run
riot. Yet I am my own victim . And it's
no fun .

t•:;;;:;:::;:::;:::;:::;::::;;;::;;;::;;;===============::=;:;;;:;;=:;:;

One of the biggest problems with law
school exams is that there is no
mechanism for giving students feedback after an exam . The easiest way to
improve grades is to work on one's approach to writing exams. This can be
done by talking to professors or students who do well. and by writing practice

Va h an's
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perfect fit.
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Features
The Superiority of Section Four
by J eff Eis enberg
To fellow students and faculty alike,
they are a constant source of irr itation.
Other first year students inevitably
feel neurotic when comparing themselves to the relaxed members of this
group and hate them for this reason
alone. Professors complain among
themselves that the group is far too
irreverent, and even worse, members
refuse to partake in competitive
backstabbing whether in or out of class.
This group is Section 4, the summer
starters.
It is widely rumored that as a group
summer starters have lower LSAT
scor es and lower undergraduate
grades, and that they were chosen to
start in the summer simply because it
was felt that they could not possibly endure the rigors of starting law school in
the faU.
To all of this, the summer starters
reply, "Sour grapes." They claim that
everyone knows that summer starters
have a hell of a lot more fun than their
fall counterparts. They say that they
are the only section every year that is
really a close-knit group.
And as for their academic prowess,
they note with pride that last year, Sec-•
lion 4 placed twice as many members
on Law Review as any other section a
disproportionate number on Journ~l.
and dominates the staff of that journal
of higher learning, the Res Gestae.
Section 4 member AI Levine, unofficial historian of the law school, reports:
"Senator Robert Russell of Michigan
was in Section 4, and Clarence Darrow
would have been also, had there been a
Section 4 in those days." The list of Law
School celebrities who are current Section 4 members is a long one, too. Doug
Ellman, current President of LSSS, is a
curr ent member in good standing of the
Section 4 club. The treasurer of the
Student Senate, Tom Lotterman-yep,
you guessed it, Section 4. Jim Demb,
who recently stunned the world by stuffing an entire bag of Doritos into his
mouth to protest martial law in Poland
is, of course, a Section 4 selection. We

could go on and on.
There are several explanations of
why Section 4 students seem to be such
high achievers at this Jaw school. One
plausible explanation is that Section 4
people have it easy. They never have to
take five classes in a semester like the
other first year students do. Once winter term of their first year is over, they
can coast through by taking light loads
and graduating at the same time the
fall starters do.
As one angry fall starter complained,
" Here I am with a severe case of insomnia, my hair's falling. out, I've got
more zits than I've had since the ninth
grade and I'm throwing up every morning and those guys are taking nine
hours this term."
Another possible explanation is that
the admissions staff consciously places
the best and (to quote another Section 4
Hall-of-Farner John Fagan ) "tragically
hippest" people in the summer group. A
recent telephone interview with Dean
Alan Stillwagon confirmed this theory,
at least in my mind. Of course for
political reasons the good Dean could
not come right out and say the obvious.
His actual comment went something
like: " Well, I'd like to give you a good
reasoi' , Jeff, but the truth is that we use
exactly the same criteria for picking
the summer starters as we use for the
fall starters. In the last couple of years
the summer starters have averaged
one point higher on their LSAT's, but
that's about the only difference."

go into the fali sections. After all, we've
got to pay the bills."
Then there were the views of the
numerous professors I was going to talk
to except that I was out doing the
typical Section 4 activities ; dancing,
drinking, drugging, and drooling. Yale
Kamisar had once told my section,
" You people are the absolute worst
class I've had in 20 years of teaching."
Reliable sources have informed me
that what he would have told me, had I
shown up for our scheduled interview
was, " Look, see, I didn't mean all that.
It's just that you guys were so damn
smart a nd I felt a little threatened.
Okay? Get out of here."
I next spoke to another of my first
year profs, Whitmore Gray. Since
Professor Gray is on sabbatical in
Japan, and the R.G. works on a limited
budget, our telephone interview was
rather short. The actual transcript
went something like this. "Jeff Eisen-

But when the Dean concluded the
co"nversation by saying " Well , Jeff, I've
got to go now" I immediately realized
that this was some kind of secret
codephrase, and that things were not as
they seemed. Having taped the conversation, I rewound the cassette, and
playing it in reverse at half speed, this
is what I now heard Stillwagon say:
" What we do, Jeff, is to separate all the
really good people out and put them in
the summer section. The rest, the
drones, eggheads, and bookworms, you
know-the tYJ:!ical lawyer types-they

berg? Were you in my class? I pride
myself on never forgetti ng a name or a
face , but I can't seem to place you. Are
you sure you were on the seating
chart?"
"U h, thanks for the interview ,
Professor Gray. I'd like to chat longer
but I'm out of change."
lt is clear to me from the now of the
conversation that what Professor Gray
was about to tell me was: " The only
way I can describe it, Jeff, is that there
is a natural superiority to Section 4."
Sheeeeeit. I wouldn't want to irritate
three quarters of my classmates, would
I , Maybe Professor Gray has
something there with his " natural
superiority" doctrine.But, for all of you
fall starters out there, even if it's true.
you shouldn't feel too bad. Really, its
nothing personal. If you had only sent in
your Jaw school application with bourbon stains all over it, I'm sure you·d
have been in Section 4 yourselv~.

Clarence Darrow, of Section Four fam e.

Law in the Raw

Compiled by Matthew Kiefer

Penny Ante

Cost of Doing Business

Navy Blues

After a two-day trial, eight retired Florida men
between the ages of 63 and 70 were convicted of
gambling. Undercover police caught the men
playing nickel-and-dime poker at their mobile home
village, and seized a deck of cards, some poker
chips, and a hefty $24 pot. By the second day of trial,
two of the defendants had been hospitalized, one
with a heart condition and one for cataract surgery.
All eight have been fined and put on one-month
probation.
- New York Times, February 4, 1982

The U.S. Tax Court has held that, since the Government can tax illegal income, the I.R.S. must a llow
a convicted drug dealer to deduct the legitimate expenses he incurred in conducting his business. The
dealer, who reported a gross income of $128,500, was
allowed to deduct the cost of the drugs and weighing
equipment; automobile, telephone, and packaging
expenses; and one third of his rent. He was not,
however, permitted to deduct travel and entertainment expenses because he could not present
adequate documentation .
-Playboy Magazine, March 1982

Four Detroit area women are suing a local Vic Tanny club for intentional infliction of emotional
distress because the club's dress code requires
women in cer tain of the club's exercise room to
wear navy blue clothing. The women, who are
seeking a total of over $7 million in damages. claim
that the navy blue requirement caused them
"severe mental suffering" and, in at least one case,
led to a woman being forced to leave the club after
refusing to comply. Vic Tanny claims it imposed the
color code to keep members from feeling intimidated or insecure, choosing the color because it
is thought to make people look slimmer.
-Detroit News, February /982

Video Wars
A group of Justice Department attorneys idled by
the recent settlement of the AT&T antitrust suit,
found a new way to test their adversarial skills
when they discovered that their office's Wang word
processors could be programmed to play Space Invaders. Interoffice competition is reportedly intense, and the computer memory bank now contains
the scores and intitials of the current top scorers.
-new .Yo.rk Times, Febru~rv8. 1982

Canine Caper
When Gerald and Nancy Brinkman decided to sever
the knot, the Indianapolis Superior Court divorce
proceedings were fairly amicable, with one exception: both wanted custody of their dog, Casey. The
dispute was resolved when the judge awarded
custody to Nancy. Gerald has visitation rights one
weekend each month .
- Minneapolis Star, February 7, 1982

Quote of the Week
"It is desirable today to frame litigation from the
beginning so that it is as complex and confusing,
frankly, as you can make it." -Civil liberties
lawyer Anthony Amsterdam. on how to get the High
Court to grant cert.
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Pupil Popularity Poll P ublished

by David Schreier
Students Harry Hornbook and Jerry
Gilbert <pronounced Jill-bear), came
out on top and student Kram Grebner
finished last in the faculty's recentlypublished "Students Race To the Bottom," a pamphlet designed to assist the
faculty in deciding who to call on in
class.
The press release accompanying the,
pamphlet calls it "a massive, complicated compilation of reel-to-reel
tapes recorded in the faculty lounge
during class breaks and closed faculty
meetings. "
Although
the administration has been taping these
meetings for years, nobody had
bothered to put the tapes in any kind of
meaningful order. The faculty
petitioned the administration for funds,
but. the top brass declined to get involved and suggested that professors

post people's names along with their
grades. Not wanting to waste the hours
of taping, the faculty went ahead with
their own funds and published the
"Hobbesian" look at the student body.
Some students who have seen the
pamphlet question its usefulness. Harry
Hornbook, who tied with Gilbert (that's
Jill-bear) for the top award (remember
Kram Grabner was the lowest, that's
right, bottom of the barrel), said,
"Although it feels just magnificent to
be rated on top-lord knows I deserved
it-the faculty pamphlet may be off a
tad." Hornbook claims that the faculty
evaluations of students tend to change
after the students have been out in
practice. The change usually occurs
right around the time of the general
fund drive when the administration has
an opportunity to determine the income
of its graduates.

"

One student who shall be known only
as "King" argued that the analysis of
the faculty tapes do not always reflect
the faculty 's true feelings about certain
students. The "King" recognizes that
the most dramatic students tend to be
the least popular. But "King" correctly
points out that classes would be a total
bore without them.
Faculty members say that Kram
Grebner should not be upset with them.
The pamphlet points out that Grebner
spent more time with his studies and
Jess time with his Radio Shack computer he might have gotten a higher
rating. As of the time of this article it
should be noted that Kram Grebner had
been red-shirted from both Civil
Procedure and Property <red-shirting
means that Kram will sit out the year
and have another year of eligibility left
to finish up law school).

Another student known only as
"knuckles" analogized this publication
to the "Michigan Law Faculty
Ratings ," pamphlet (see R.G. of
J anuary 27, 1982) and argued that
students deal with faculty evaluations
in a very unprofessional manner.
"Knuckles" pointed out that man~
students put chewing gum on their
evaluation for ms in the hopes of
sticking it to the LSSS computer sheets.
Students don't like to publicize their
feelings ~oward professors; likewise
the faculty lounge tapes were better off
unedited.
The faculty pamphlet will become
requir ed reading for all students beginning next year. Like any other
publication produced from this faculty ,
the cost will range between $25-$28
and of course in two years the supplement will also be required readmg
and will cost about five bucks.

Is Creeping Conservatisin Inevitable?
by J efr Eisenberg
"If you're 20 and not a liberal, you haven't
gor a hearr. If you're .JO and will a liberal you
haven 'r got a brain."
. ..tn old saymg I heard
from someone

Do you find that the older you get, the
more conservative you .become? I've
felt that way on occasion, and I sense
that the idea seems to be accepted by
many of us as a sort of inevitable result
of growing older, as if the phenomenon
was a product of our DNA structure.
Maybe there's a better explanation.
A lot of us seem to be almost
apologetic about our growing conservatism. This suggests that we're inwardly admitting "yeah, I guess I'm
selling out-compromising my values,
but it's human nature to be selfish. and
I'm only looking out for number one."
Perhaps that's an overly cynical way
of viewing conservatism. So I'll propose
the behaviorist approach. As we
aspiring lawyers become more and
more entrenched in this very mainstream , conservative profession, it
becom es harder and harder to
rationalize our liberal values when our
jobs require that we further the interests of basically conservative institutions. We may start out hating the
big oil companies, but in pursuit of the
good life we find ourselves working for
them or for someone not all that different from them. At this point we can
either start to hate ourselves or we can
change our way of looking at the world
to justify what we're doing to it.
It's also possible to explain the roots
of our growing conservatism through
an economic approach. Adam Smith
would probably argue that it's easy to
be a liberal so long as we have no
properly to protect from the clutches of
the gr eedy masses. However, as we get
older and begin to acquire our own
piece of the rock, we naturally shift our
political thinking into line with those
who will faithfully protect our newly
acquired interests. Marxists endorse
this thinking and view economic conser vatism as the natural reaction of the
" haves" in protecting their interests
fr om the " have nots" in society.
Of course, some people will expla in
t heir growing conser vatism by confessing tha t they were just innocent.

naive kids concocting liberal solutions
to the world's problems without any
idea how these plans were to be carried
out. They will teiJ you that their old
solutions don't cut it in the world of
doiJars and sense. I know. I've used that
line myself on occasion when I was
backed into a corner. But I realize that,
while a lot of my old liberal ideas were
ill-conceived as an explanation for a
change in social outlook, the argument
is bullshit. Because if you're really
convinced by it, you had no business
believing that you were a liberal in the
first place. You've always been a closet
conservative. You were just blowing it
out your shorts.
There are a lso some explanations I
can think of to help explain why we tend
to drift to the right. Conservatism is
appealing because it offers a safe approach to the problems of the world.
And as we grow up and become more

aware of the number and enormity of
these problems, it's easy to get scared.
Rather than take a hard look at what is
really happening in the world, we are
frustrated and repulsed. Conservatism
tells us to do things the way our fathers
and mothers did them. And if the old
tried and tested ways of government
don't work, conservatism now tells us
that what we 11eed is less government,
not more. When in doubt, punt. And,
voila, we get the "New Federalism. "
I suppose all of these factors come in·
to play for most of us, in varying
degrees. We get older and lose touch
with what is happening to the poor man
on the street, if we ever really knew
about it in the first place. We listen to
our parents glorify material wealth, we
have those ~alues reinforced by
television, a nd like it or not, those ideas
soak in. And then we get to law school,
where our values are put to the test, a nd

we find ourselves choosing the pursuit
of prosperity over the pursuit of social
equality.
Is there anything wrong with this?
After all, it's the capitalist way, and
capitalism says that what's good for the
individual is good for the whole, too.
And rhar is the seductive appeal of
capitalism and conservatism. It tells us
we can be selfish and altruistic all at
once.
I wish r had more faith in the "invisible hand." But I look at the New
Federalism and r see the federal government burying its head in the sand and
saying "we give up, the problems are
too large for us."
Then I hear my friends crying about
conservatism and Reagan while in the
next breath they talk about their big
money corporate law job, and I get
pissed off. Except I can't complain too
loudly, because I'm saying and doing
the same damn thing.

Bible Study Class Goes Ape
by Jeremy Simcha Garber
I am a professor of Hebrew at a large
midwestern university. Last week my
intermediate class was supposed to
begin study of the JQ"eatest work m
Hebrew and perhaps world literature,
the Bible. After giving an eloquent introduction I began to read, " Bereshit
bara ... In the beginning God created
the heavens and the earth .. :· As I
read I noticed an unusual restlessness
among the students, more than that
usually caused by boredom or lack of
comprehension. I finished declaiming
lhe first twelve verses, but before star\ing in on a grammatical analysis
asked if they had any questions.
: They glanced at each other anxiously
until one student raised her hand.
"Yes, Rivka ," I said.
" Professor," she proclaimed, " I, that
is, we the class believe that it is wrong
to studx, the biblical story of creation
without giving equa l time to Darwin's
Origin of Species. If you don't start
teaching evolution as well, we'll have
to take action. "
I was astounded by her audacity and
was about to dism iss the whole matter
as a prank had not the sullen expressions of her classmates pulled me
back to r eality . I tried to reason with

her .
" Rivka," I explained, "this is a course in Hebr ew literatur e not the history
of science. I have nothing against Darwin, but he wrote in the E nglish
language and used experimental
techniques, neither of which are
relevant to the subject at hand."
I thought this would end the dissension then and there, but again I erred.
Up jumped my prize pupil Shmuel with
a small book in his hand. It was bound
in a dark blue cover with a Hebrew title
stamped in gold and beneath it the
English imprint 'The Hebraic Darwinism Publication Society.'
"Here's a copy of a new edition of
Darwin' s works translated into
Hebrew," he exclaimed. " It is even
divided into chapters and verses so it
can be used right alongside the Bible in
the curr iculum."
" But it isn't literature, it isn't
literatur e!" I shouted.
" It's as good as your Bible, that's for
sure. " interjected Rivka. " The biblical
narrative has more holes in its plot than
a piece of matzoh. There are so many
gaps, contradictory versions of the
same incident and unanswer ed
questions that you can barely catch
what's going on. Why in Genesis 1:27

•.

·....................... .

are ma n and woman created at the
same time and then in Genesis 2:22 she
is created again, this time from man's
rib? And wha t about that weird phrase
you just read "and the world was 1olw
11avohu? I checked out the famous
scholars and some say it means " formless and void" others say "chaos and
confusion" but the truth is that no one
really knows for sure. Face it, it's a
fossil phrase you just can't explain.
How can you call the Bible the world's
most significant religious text when you
can't even understand what it's
saying!"
Her diatribe over, she sat down. I was
shaken. I tried to regain my composure
and their trust by explaining that the
sign of a great work of literature was its
majestic sweep, its overall integrity. I
told them that only shoddy best sellers
had glossy plots and easy language. But
a look of smug. close-minded satisfaction had setlled on their faces . .
The rest of the lesson was a fiasco. At
the end of the hour, as they filed out of
the room , Rivka turned to me and said.
"Shalom, professor, we'll be seeing you
in court."
Garber has been accepred to rhe law school
and plans ro enroll here nexr year, barring
any lengrhy j udicial proceedmgs.
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Vote With
Your Galoshes
The emer ging consensus in and around the
Law School is that the climate here has never
been as bleak and forboding as this year . We for
one, are sick and tired of the s now job we've been
getting in Ann Arbor, and believe the a nswer to
this problem lies with the ability of people to
mobilize into a single unified force and apply the
heat to those in control.
Specifica lly, we are talking about the longwinded winter we a re a t this moment enduring.
Time has come for the powers that can be to get
into the open debate and take positive action
aga inst chill fac tors and that gray slop that
tracks all over the ha lls. Last week's " Night in
the Tropics" was a step in the right direction, but
much more needs to be done.
We're talking to everyone from armchair Winter-haters who may occasionally whimper about
the wind chill to the active resisters who book
flights to Hawaii in October . Write your
Congresspeople. Pass petitions. Visit your
Senators. Sure, the plea for warmth and sunshine may fall -on muffed ears at the White
House, but it would seem that with enough frostbitten grassroots support a Solar-displacement
construction rider could be tacked on the 1983
appropr iations bill. ·
·
This is an issue that touches ever yone-if only
posteriorly. Don't give us any of that slipperyslope rhetoric, getting up State Street is hard
enough. The time has come for a n end to Winter .
Again and again we hear our state referred to
as part of " The Snow Belt." It's time to loosen
our belts, drop our long johns a nd say " Yes" to
Michigan. But only on more temperate terms.
The New Federalis ts may say what they will
about horizontal inequities in clima te
distribution, we must demand our share of sunshine and war mth. Otherwise, come next fall
we'll all just have to vote with our galoshes and
move th·e Law School to Tampa.

We 'll Miss You Too
This issue is the R.G.'s last fo r the next three
weeks. The undergra duates are going on break
next week- ta king our ty p es~tte r s with
them- and since nobody's talking to ~he R.G.
staff reporters for our stories lately anyway,
we're taking a break too. Two weeks from now,
of course, we 'll all be on vacation.
The R.G. staff isn't going anywhere yet,
however, and the office will be open to all those
wishing to s ubmit copy for the paper following
the break.
In the meantime, take it easy, and don't let the
books get in fhe way of a good time.

Pau l Engslro m

Photography

Rick Olshansky

Sid Wiener

Sports

Advertising

Letters
SFF·: Experience Talking
To the Editor:
Working in the public interest tends to lake a
back seat in these times of budget cuts and
economic recessign. With law firms knocking at
our doors proposing perpetual security, it is easy
to forget that there a re many that need our legal
help but do not have access to it. That is why it is
so encouraging to see a program as successful as
Student Funded F ellowships <SFF> at this
school.
)'{hen I started law school, I had no idea of
what kind of lawyer I wanted to be. The
negligible pay and the significant effort required
to find a public interest job discouraged me from
seeking such a position. Indeed, with student
loans to repay and attractive law firm salaries ·
star ing me in the face, public interest legal work
seemed less than appealing. Yet, I Celt a strong
commitment to providing legal services for the
disadvantaged. The stipend provided by SFF
helped lip the balance toward my pursuing
public interest work for the summer.
With stipend in hand, I spent the summer

working for Georgia Legal Services in Atlanla.
The office where I worked provided back-up
assistance to legal services lawyers throughout
the state. I helped write a welfare fraud m anual
to assist legal services lawyers who knew little
about criminal law and public defenders who
knew little about welfare law. I also wrote
numerous memos on topics ranging from ex par·
te communications in administrative
proceedings to the legality of a Social Secur ity
Administration regulation on travel reimbur·
sements for disabled persons. This sum mer ex·
perience convinced me that I want to do public
interest work throughout my legal career.
I encourage everyone to assist in providing
equal access to our legal system. For those who
can give their time, seek SFF funding a nd spend
the summer working in the public interest. For
those who can give their resources, contribute
generously to SF'F'. Your help is needed now
more thao ever.
Joe Cippa rone
Third-year student

Grebner Explains Rating s
To the Editor:
I write in response to two
letters written by students in
defense of Prof. Cunningham
<RG. 2/3/ 82). My main con·
cern is to res pond to their
criticism of my pamphlet
"Mic hi~an
Law Faculty
Ratings." which had been
discussed in a prev10us article My task would have been
lighter had my critics actually
examined the pamphlet before
denouncing it, or even
thoroughly read the article
which roused their ire. Failing
such, my discussion here in·
eludes points I had hoped were
already clear.
own views of the faculty , nor
have I conducted any survey.
My sole role was to examine
the voluminous output of the
various surveys conducted by
the L.S.S.S. over the past
decade,a nd reduce them to
more manageable size. CThey
are avai lable at room 300 H.H.
and at the Libr ary desk. l Sin·
ce the calcula tions were no
more complex tha n the com·
putation of averages using a
ca lculator , I hope that my
status as "a first year law
student" <as one wr iter noted >
m ight not entirely disc redit
the results.
Second, a ny invasion of the
facu lty's privacy was limited
to that fl owing from ta king
public dala and rendering it
more conveniently ava ilable.

The situation which has
prevailed until now- that ex·
tensive dala was laboriously
collected. but went virtually
unused-h~"·dly seems ideal.
Anyone who objects to
student's access to such Information might consider attacking its source. rather than
attacking the messenger
Third. the ratings are
necessarily relative rather
then absolute. I do not sav that
anyone is a "poor" instr~ctor,
but merely that students'
ratings are highly consistent
from year to year. and that
any parade that has a beginning must also have an end. it
may be that, on some properly
chosen absolute scale. that
even the lowest ranked of our
facuJty is "excellent :·· if so 1if
student ratings are to be
believed l the rest fall into
some
supra-excellent
category. I employ a relative
approach precisely to avoid
such a semantic morass.
F inally, I wish to explain my
motivation fo r undertaking
the project. I spent some ten
hours wading through the
published materials to obtain
infor mation that might help
me select courses. having
made that investment, I
decided to ma ke the results
available to any others who
share my belief that student
rati ngs a re a useful g uide, but

who lack the inclination to
retrace my footsteps. Having
the calculations rechecked,
typed. and printed cost about
$120.
The pamphlet is available.
free. from my carrel <2-36l.
Donations towa rd costs a re
welcome from anyone who
finds it is of any significance
to them.
:\lark Gr ebner

Letters

Policy

The Res Gestae welcomes
comment from our readers.
To be printed, articles must be
signed, although requeSts for
anonymity will be considered.
We reserve the right to edit for
length and ctar ity . Submissions should be doublespace typed, and may be
dropped off in the Drop Box on
the door of the R.G: office at
Room 311 of the Legal Research Bldg. <west end of the
Reading Room). The deadline
for each Wedn. ...day's issue is
the preceding Sunday at 6
p.m.
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Truly 'New Federalism' or Same Old Hat?
by Casey Rucker
Is President Reagan's New
Federalism proposal a visionary step
backward to the ideals of our Founding
Father s? Or is it a cynical ploy
designed to divert public attention from
the RMganomics economy? Judge for
yop· .,elf. but chances are it will fulfill
r.cJther of these purposes.
Introduced in Reagan's State of the
Union message, the ~ew Federalism
consists of a swap of various socialwelfare programs between the federal
government and the states. There is a
shell-game aspect to the arrangement
as well: when the dust has settled,
states will he sad~Jed with many more
responsibilities, and Gncle Sam with
many fewer. The federal go\'ernment
will assume responsibility for
:\Iedicaid, consolidating health-ca re
duties in one arm of government
Washington already administers
Medicare>. In return. the states will
take over some 40 programs, including
Aid to Famil ies with Uependent
Children, food stamps, legal services,
family planning assistance, home
ener gy assistance for low-income
families, urban mass transit aid, grants
for sewage treatment facilities. and
other programs.
The cost of the programs to be
delegated to the states is much greater
than that of Medicaid . In order to make
up this difference, Reagan has
proposed that a "grass-roots trust
fund" be established to supplement
states' incomes during a transition
period. This fund would run out by 1991,
when the states would have to assume
the entire costs of the new programs.
David Stockman, the designer of the
:'\ew Federalism, has admitted that net
costs to the states would be increased,
and that states in some regions would
suffer more than those in others.
If the proposal is adopted, it is not difficult to guess how states would deal
with their new responsibilities. Already
hard-pressed by Proposition 13-style
tax cuts and with budget deficits
looming, states will probably give
many of their newly-assigned
programs the budgetary ax. Since these
programs are more difficult to cut in
Washington, the New Feder alism
presents just another edge of President
Reagan's domestic budget chainsaw.
Reagan knows that there is more
than one way to skin a cat, and if
Congress won't cut legal services, then
surely Utah, Mississippi and Texas
will. Furthermore , by bringing
:\1edicaid to Washington. Reagan can
cut it in one stroke: the r-.:e~ York
Times reported Sunday that the White
House is putting the finishing touches
on its plan to cut health costs.
On the other hand, the New
Federalism does have several attractive features . Cutting down the bloated
Federal bureaucracy has long been a
goal of politicians and citizens alike.
There is a Jeffersonian flavor to
strengthening state's authority. A
recent survey conducted by the Advisory Committee on Intergovernmental Relations, a federal agency, showed
that Americans believe that local
gove,·nments deliver services with
more cost-effectiveness than the
federa l government. it showed that 39
percent chose "public welfa r e
programs" as the budget item to cut
first, and felt those programs should be
turned over from federal to state a nd

local governments. But when the
phrase "aid to the needy" was substituted for "public welfare programs,"
only l7 percent favored the transfer.
While there is strong public sentiment

week on a series of visits to different
parts of the country in order to acquire
support for the New Federalism. In this
way, Reagan can identify himself with
a positive program while his aides and

((Like President Carter's (moral equivalent of war'
energy program, the New Federalism is likely to be
discussed, modified, shelved, and finally forgotten. "
against the well-known "welfare
chiselers," many Americans would
m1ss the services which the New
Federalism is likely to ehmmate
President Reagan embarked last

staff remain in Washington to fight for
the President's very unpopular budget.
But this strategy is a gamble: if the
states do not prove receptive to New
Federalism (as was the case last week

in the Midwest) , then the push for this
new program may ser ve only to dilute
the president's dwindling political
capital.
The New Federalism made for an
engaging State of the Union message. It
has provided newsmen, politicians, and
cocktail-party denizens with something
new to talk about. But record budget
deficits, a 'soak-the-poor' tax structure
and blank checks for the Pentagon a re
the real issues that face Washington
this year. 'Like P resident Carter 's
"moral equivalent of war" ener gy
program, the New Federalism is likely
to be discussed, modified, shelved, and
finally forgotten . In all probability, that
is the fate it deserves.
The ourhor 1s ajirsr-year srudenr.

No Ruling Out Exclusionary Rule
by Brian Owensby
In the face of soaring crime rates and
the 'erosion of Jaw and order,' the
ideological pendulum which determines this country's approach to
cnminal law enforcement seems to be
swinging to the right. Cnme can be
combatted. it is sa1d, only by
strengthening police power and
~eakening defendants' rights One particularly worrisome manifestation of
this is the harsh attack to which the
"exclusionary rule" has recently been
subjected.
Last September. in the same breath
m wh1ch he promised expanded police
powers, President Reagan announced
to an enthusiastic crowd of police chiefs
that he would seek the "reform .. of the
exclusiOnary rule. Recent Supreme
Court opinions have progressively
watered the rule down and much
academic energy is expended
disparaging it. Doubters say that it
docs not deter illega l search and
seizure, while outright opponents say it
is a rule which benefits only the guilty
at the expense of the innocent, giving
free run of the streets to people who
would otherwise be behind bars.
Proposals vary, but most suggest that
the exclusionary rule be replaced with
tort and/or criminal liability for the offender.
There are a number of troubling
aspects about this position against the
exclusionary rule. Detractors say that
it unleashes hordes of criminals on
society to prey on innocent citizens.
Now, I do not propose to slog through
the methodological bog of empirical
stud1es to investigate the accuracy of
th1s claim. Suffice it to sar that there
are as many studies on one Side as the
other, each claiming a monopoly on
truth. A ra ther more important
question is the extent to which basic
values of our judicial system and consituation are undermined by a hasty
and unthinking retreat from the exclusionary rule.
Of crucial importance to the effective
functioning of our judicial system is
that it be above reproach . above even
the appearance of impropriety. It
shocks our sensibilities even when an
individual judge in a single case is accused of wrongdoing. Thunderous censure is brought down upon him and
scarifying predictions are made that
judicial integrity is no more. The
elimination or even drastic weakening
of the exclusionar y rule could have just

such an effect, raised to a systemic
level. The notion of an independent
judiciary. above the everyday scramble of police work, would be lost. Police
and courts would be seen as conspirators in the illegal acquisition of
evidence: police would use whatever
means necessary to gather evidence,
courts would sanction those methods.
Respect for our system of justice would
be replaced by distaste, or worse, fear.
Justice Holmes recognized this danger
when he said, " I think it a less evil that
some criminals should escape than that
the government should play an ignoble
part. •·
Of course, the classic argument in
support of the exclusionary rule is that
without it a police force would have a
license to kick in doors, ransack houses
and concern itself with our personal
lives. Fortunately, such an Orwellian
nightmare is a distant possibility, but
not so distant that we can afford to take
chances. Already today we hear of ever
more ingenious wiretaps, parabolic
microphones and hard-headed city cops
not always nobly inspired, who operate
with less regard for constitutional
guarantees than we think they ought.
Fine, but if deterrence is the
problem, query jts critics, what about
the alternatives to the exclusionary
rule? Tort and/or criminal liability
·would be a very effective deterrent to
; the illegal seizure of evidence and other
police tmproprieties. Maybe, but it's a
hard claim to swallow. It rests on the
heroic assumption that juries will
punish that "brave and selfless
policeman·· who put that "mean and
nasty criminal" in jail. And even if this
were not a problem, we would have to
ask whether the victim's injury is to be
redressed. Recovery in tort does not
help one who has gone to prison on
illegal evidence Criminal liability
punishes the offending officer. but
leaves the harm uncompensated. The
only way to protect fourth amendment
guarantees is to exact the highest price
for violation of the rule-declare the
evidence inadmissible.
Which brings me to the last. and I
think most important pomt. What is under the gun is not just the exclusionary
rule, but our current understanding of
the fourth amendment itself. Friends
and enemies alike treat the rule as if it
is one among several alternative devices for sa feguarding the fourth
al?endment. This is not so. The exclu-

sionary rule is so intimately bound up
with our present conception of what it
means to be secure in our persons and
to be free from unreasonable search
and seizures, that to attack the rule IS
of necess1ty to attack the Constitution
We need not go far for evidence of th1s
point. In his speech to the pollee ch1efs
what Reagan was objecting to was
the number of "criminals" let free by
the rule. He therefore proposed to
"reform" it, meaning he would like to
redefine the values on which our
current conception of fourth amendment rights are founded.
The constitution guarantees to the
people a right to be secure against
unreasonable search and seizure Until
lately, this has been understood to
mean that one who is a victim of such a
search and seizure need not suffer the
tribulations of the judicial system. The
price we pay for this security is
high-some guilty people are inevitably
let go. The return, however, is also
high- police are deterred by knowing
that the illegal seizure of evidence will
not avail them. And, if the rule fails to
deter, at least it fully redresses the
harm, restoring the victim to his
position before the invasion.
What I hear behind Reagan's, and
others ' words is a disenchantment
with this understanding of the fourth
amendment. What is worse, he is in a
position to influence legislative
change, although the final decision on
constitutionality will be up to the
Supreme Court.
The choice is before us: On the one
hand there is the facile notion that the
exclusionary rule is strong md1cation
that we are coddling criminals and in so
domg undermining the law enfor cement process Those inclined to
believe this also tend to believe that the
only way to correct this is by instituting
radical changes in the law-curtailing
or eliminating the exclusionary rule.
On the other hand, there is the
realization that the rule is a necessary
hm1tation on police power. that better
Ia~ enforcement comes not from
weakenmg defendants' rights but fro111
competent law enforcement agencies
operating w1thin the bounds of the law.
The latter is clearl y to be preferred.
ft would be a pyrrhic victory to put
more people in prison at the expense of
a rule which protects so basic a constitutional right.
The ourhor IS a j1nr-year sruaent.
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Arts
A Poetry Reading in Hutchins?
A ttroup of fa,. studentf ttottOfl.ether recently to share thetr poetn· and songs. The
readers and singers were, afphabeltcaffy, Bet·
~.- BoAtr, \1ichaef Black, John Clowney,
Jourdam, Tom A'tatmx. Sanford
Lt,.ls, Carol Rttachtt, Lorn Sa\eff, Alex
Schtrr, Efftt Tonktn, And \lark Van Pullen.

It was an oddJdea for this institution.
" Tragically Hip? ". the posters asked.
Well, maybe, but who here wants to
know? Legal poetry is usually confined
to bad verse in the footnote of some
ponderous textbook.

Peter

by Peter J acko;on

A dozen part-time law student spent
five hours Thursday night reading their
poetry and singing their songs to twice
as many friends and strangers in the
Lawyers Club.

Writers Wanted
The Res Gestae needs as much
student input as it can get. The Arts
page in particular depends on the
student body for articles and r eviews.
If you have a topic in mind, write it up
and submit it before 6:00 PM on any
Sunday to the Res Gestae office at the
west end of the reading room . If you
want to write but need a topic, stop by
a nd let us know.

Someone forgot to tell these folks that
"law school art" is a contradiction in
terms on a scale with "Army Intelligence."
The evening started out to prove the
contradiction. The first scheduled
reader met with only polite applause
and the second failed to show up at all.
There were the obligatory references to
classes and jobs, just the things most
everyone was hoping to forget for a
night. And it was cold in that musty
room.
Then the readers broke free with
poems about places they have lived and
people they have known. Winters in
Maine, factories in Detroit, former
wives, newborn children. Between
readings the quarter keg began to

e~ipse

By 11:00 the stray bottles of cheap
wine and Seagram's took hold. People
realized they might as well get into this
while it lasted The place cooked, not
like some beat cafe. but with the
genuine energy of book-bound people
letting loose.
The poems themselves covered a lot
of ground. Some were current. others
were ancient or mystical Taken
together, the Images struck a balance
between joy and pam Listeners hooted
and cringed at the appropriate times
The pain of an empty mailbox was
countered with the joy of fishing for
trout. Nine-fingered factory workers
gave way to Indians canoeing the Au
Sable. Sleeping alone was nothing compared to sleeping with Orion.

WINTER '82

Mark \ a n Pullen

A~tronom~

rhat night. I he \Ia!"\
tntered m~ room
(tht ceiling had npened
in the usual "a) I
There the) \lund: Orion,
the twodOJ!\ , the dragon.

a swan. one llear. a "in~ed
horse. 'liervou\, alrno\t
hurned

~harned, the~
j~lillerinj!

on rn) rug.
Ba~hfuleventhen ,

Tributes to parents followed funerals
for dogs whose legs had to be broken to
be fitted into narrow graves and
whistles for retrievers that nosed
through snow hiding steel traps
People moved m and out. some
staying for only a single reading and a
few for the entire night. Everyone was
clearly taken by the craft a nd guts that
went into the readings. It was a night
not likely to be repealed anytime soon.
and that's a shame .

pr~sents

. t.L.z,-

drain. People laughed and sighed wtth
the lines and the chill began to fade.

Rain.
On I) the ri-el"\ go \t rong .
Their name\ co njure I hem up:
Ouwami.o.h, Elwah, Oo~ewall ups. Quilicene.
There is no need fur photographs
1 a ke only I he name'" ith you
1 hey are light and tra-ei "ith ease.
When it i~dn
Water on I~ a memor)
The~ are pebble\ in a parched mouth:
Tahquamennn, F\canaba, Au able.

th ey ca me , hop!
on torn) bod). \Iars
ail over. ~omt>
al m) feel. other\
ot m~ groin.
11nd two bril(hl nova
Ul m) eyes. Oh,
Ihey were comfo rtable .
I s lepl until do wn , ~hining.

Alex Scherr

· pRIME .
g. I I ME

"1: L'--

'trrt1l'.: ~'11
~

.«\ A

C;/

t;lC-

R.J "~

Thuuday , February 18
Power Center - 8 P.M.

GOOD SEATS AVA ILABLE

CONFIDENCE
THURSDAy MARCH 11
I

HILL AUDITORIUM, 8:00PM
Tic ke ts S8 50 7 50 6 50
re1erved and on 1ale now

•
James

BLOOD

ulmer

FRIDAY MARCH 12
I

MICHIGAN UNION BALLROOM
800PM

Special Guests : ONXYI
Tickets: S6. 50 General Admission

" The Most Original Guita rist
Since Jimi Hendrix"
lfoberr Polm•r ~o" • "9 Sro,..•

WOODY SH.A W
QUINTET
Saturday , March 20
University Club
Two Shows - 8 P. M. & I 0:30P. M.

Ticketes on sole at The M ichigan Union Box Office and all CTC
outle ts. For more inf orma tion call 763-6922.
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Diversions
Guindon Makes the Motor City Smile
by P eter Jackson
Before meeting him, I didn't know if
cartoonist Richard Guindon was a scotch
drinker, but I imagined that he would
make a great subject for a Dewar's
Profile-outspoken and accomplished.
He seemed the Detroit counterpart of
flamboyant "Doonesbw-y" author Garry
Trudeau, likely to show up at a Broadway premiere with Jane PauJey on his
arm or be the target of photographers
wailing outside Studio 54.
The fact that he failed to answer my
calls and letter for an interview seemed
to confirm my initial conception of
Guindon, a man too busy for the likes of
the Res Gestae.
But I was wrong. Moments after
walking into his cramped Free Press
office without an appointment, he
agreed to the interview. Unlike the
Dewar's salesman I had envisioned,
Guindon was friendly and unassuming.
Though he talks openly about his life
and work. he speaks in a soft and
thoughtful way. with only a faint
sparkle in his eyes to betray the
outrageous workings of his mind.
As he lit the first of many True
cigarettes, I asked him where he was
born. believing that only a native could
write so knowingly about autumn in
Livonia, poets in Wyandotte and the
fishing off Belle Isle.
"I've been in Detroit now for slightly
less than a year. I joined the army after
growing up in Minneapolis-St. Paul and
they stationed me in Germany. I came
back to the Twin Cities in the early sixties to open a small coffee shop/ jazz
cafe. That didn't last so I moved to New
York to get involved with the undergrpund press there. working mostly
as a cartoonist for The Realist and later
as an illustrator for the jazz magazine
Downbeat. "
Then your insights are the JJrod uct of
familia r ity with people in general. not
just those of a particular city?
" I suppose that's true, though one
can only describe what he knows
through his own experiences and my
antennae are basically Midwestern."
But yo ur "ork is publlsht>d
throughout the country. isn't it?
" In about fifty papers, but 1
sometimes draw different cartoons for
different areas on the same day so that
I can use local characters and events."
What brings you to Detroit. of all
places?
" Detroit offers a creative atmosphere with a lot of human interest.
Minneapolis is a nice place but there is
not a lot going on there in terms of the
human relationships that interest me."
Sort of a corn rield "ith lights?
"No, but the politics of Minneapohs
are squeaky clean and there is very little crime . It IS largely white and middle
class. The great art and culture the city
has just don't provide the kind of
everyday material that Detroit does."
How do you frel about the criticism
the F'ree Prt'SS gets for allegedly being

a white newspaper in a predominantly
black city? Does yo ur work rrceive any
of that criticism?
"It is a much-discussed subject here.
Everyone is sensitive about the
criticism. There is obviously truth to
the notion that we don't fully represent
the minorities living in the city, and my
work is no different. But a writer or artist can onJy create from what he knows
and since most of us are white we have
to write from that perspective. Upton
Sinclair wrote about Midwesterner s
because that is what he knew. He
couldn't have written about life in New
York."
"I was born in one of the few black
a reas of St. Paul and I sometimes inc lude blacks in my work, though
without shading them . I don't draw
racial minorities unless confident that
they are accurate and humorous
representations . The danger is the
unintentional third or fourth meaning
that can be read into anything and that
can offend. I would never draw a black
bag lady ...
This is getting a bit heavy. Besides.
you r work seems special in its lack of
animosity or cynicism towards people
in ...

" There is a lot more racism in Detroit

DOLLAR BILL COPYING

than I expected. As far as the Free
Press goes. I feel like I have walked in·
to the middle of someone else's
argument.
"The problem with journalism is that
when a minority wri ter is hired, tha t
writer does not want to be a "minority
columnist." He or she just wants to be a
columnist. What Detroit needs is a
black Jimmy Br eslin who can write accurately about black life in the city, but
of course there are few J immy
Breslins. I know it sounds like I'm being
overly careful in answering the

DO YOU KNOW
WHERE
..,.. .
YOUR FRIENDS ARE?
If it 's between 11:00 a.m. and 2:00a.m. they're probably at
P IZ ZA BOB'S masticating the munchies away, ingesting epicu rean delights, imbibing impossibly delicious potables, submitting
their taste buds to salacious assaults of indescribable ecstacy.
Or, in other words, t hey probably slud on down to P.B.'s to
wrap themselves around one of the best tasting meals in A2.

PIZZA ~~~, PIZZA
{

BOB'S ~ -~ BOB'S
~

' 611 Church •66.3-9200•.0pen 7 Da ys .,

,_

~~ c UPTOWN

Quality Copie -Competitive P rices
Featuring the incredible copy quality of the X erox 9500

question."
When I came in, I noticed that you
wer e studying Doon es bury. Do you
have a favorite comic strip ?
" Oh, I guess not. When you are in the
bus iness it's hard to look at them
without being cr itical or feeling
frustrated. A lot of people like "Cathy"
and I think she (Cathy Guisewile] has
good ideas. But the drawings don 't
seem to work very well with the ideas.
" Ever since Walt Kelly a nd AI Capp
stopped working there haven't been a ny
pure strips a nyway. P ogo and Li 'l Abner were more than comics. they were
entir e, self-contained worlds for
readers to get lost in."
What about Doonesbury?
" I read Doonesbury every day. But I
can't totally enjoy it because I' m
always correcting it in my mind."
Correcting it?
" It's drawn wrong. The characters
all have the same faces and expressions. They don't come across as
individual personalities. But Trudeau is
a writer more than an artist. He does
editorials more than com ic str ips, a nd
he is a n excellent writer."
I promised the inter view \\Ould be
hort, but there is one question I have to
ask. Why so many cartoons about carp?
"I'm not in a hurry. The carp, that s
just something that grew into a regular
thing. Now I'm getting invitations to
carp tournaments all over the country."
Do you fish?
"Yes I like to fish and have acquired
a lot of gear, but I don't have the time to
get out much. Mostly l just fiddle w1th
the equipment. ·•
I got up to go, grinning at the thought
of Guindon standing in his living room
witha new rod and reel, casting a rub·
ber worm across the floor.
1 rarely laugh out loud at his cartoons
any more, presumably because the interview provided a deeper appreciation
for the thought and concern that go into
them . Richard Guindon labors to contribute to the daily happiness of people
in a city and in a time when happiness is
a rare commodity. Hardly a joking
malter. I laugh less, but knowing the
man behind those bizarre cartoons
produces a smile that lasts a lot longer .

814 S. STATE ST.
665-4517

~i)
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;:_-::--J
~
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810 S. STATE ST.
665-4518
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Sports
............ ... . ..... ........ .. ...............
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... ..

Sports Poll

.......

:
The winner of last week 's Sports Poll is Mark Tanoury. Let me tell you how •
• close it was, Mark: T~er~ was your entry, with a 7-3 record sitting right next to
• the entrv of one ~1un1 Arfm, who also checked in at 7-3. So I ' m tense, you k:no\1:, •
• and I look at the t1e breaker. You picked Ralph for 19 points, Mimi had him down
• for 20..Geez, _I thought. The~ I looked up Ralph's slats from Saturday. The big
• guy ch1pped m 7. ~.then.I did some quick subtraction and found that you were
closer. I called Minu to g1ve her the news. She took it as well as could be expee: ted.
:
This week's Sports Poll agai.n asks you to pick the winners of the following
: NCAA basketball games. Hey, IS anyone sick of picking the winner of B-ball
• games yet? I am. As a result, the R .G. is offering, as a special bonus this week
: a free pitcher of beer at Rick's to the person who comes up with a better idea fo;
: the Sports Poll. Entries will be judged on originality and ease of ad: minis tration. Be sure not to discount ease of administratio'n , that's rather im: portant to the judge. ~o ~ou realize that one person could win two pitchers of
: beer? Wow. Drop entnes mSports Poll Box outside Room 100.
•
Colorado plus 7 at Oklahoma State.
Notre Dame at South Carolina
•
Providence plus 8 at Connecticut
Oregon at Washington
Louisville plus 3 at DePauJ
Stanford plus 5 at UCLA
Missouri ~~~ 2 at Georgetown
North Caroling St. plus 4 at Virginia
•
Mississippi at Mississippi St. plus 3
Iowa at Michtgan plus 7
• Tie breaker : How many free throw attempts will Michigan have against Iowa •
• on Saturday? _ _ .
:
Name :

.

•

: 'Bonus pitcher : Yes, by all means, I would like to be considered for that bonus
: brew. My idea is :

.
:. ---------------------------------------------------- ·:
•
•...........
................•
~ ... .. .... ...... .. ... . .... . .. . ....

Normandie
Ffowers
Fresh Flo_,..

a

Plants

1104 S. Un.versrty
Ann Ai-bof: Mtchtgan 48 104
3131996-1811
0oe'>Nion, - Sot IOo,., -6p.,

Yot,Jr Compus Flower Connection

J. J. Geldberg Clothing invites all law students to a

SPECIAL DISCOUNT opportunity on suits by

stanley blacker
aassically tailored in ~ wool blend snited tb year-round
wear, t~ese suits are available in navy and grey, pinstripes
and sohds. They are appropriate for interviews, summer
job! and career positions. Law students will receive a $50
discount from the $260 price upon or~entation of a currently valid ID, tbrou,KJJ March 15. Complete alterations
are included, and bard-to-find or out-of-stock sizes may
be ordered at-the same discount.

:

Assault on Ice
Second in a Sertes

by Rick Ols hansky
In recent years there have been
varied
explanations
for
the
proliferation of violence in the National
Hockey League. Acusing fingers have
been pointed at everyone from minor
league coaches to the fans who attend
the games. Where the blame lies is
probably attributable to a number of
factors.
One of the most common explanations for excessive violence is that
the teams are only giving the fans what
they want to see. Besides being in·
suiting this a rgument lacks merit. It is
true that many fans who auend games
do caiJ for the heads of proficient op·
ponents, but the argument should not
end there. It seems to be begging the
question to say tha t the fans want to see
violence when violence is all they can
see when they go to a game. More important, there are only 10,000 or so
people who attend any one hockey
game, ,and it would be fair to say that
70% of those are season ticket holders .
If the league wants to define " fan " as
someone who attends hockey games
then it may be true that as a group fans
enjoy some blood with
their
forechecking. The problem is that the
league has no way of knowing the num·
ber of people who would be fans that
stay away because of the violence.
To understand this point more full y
one only has to inquire why the NIIL is
the on ly majo r professiona l s port
without a network contra ct. They used
to have one, but advertisers, who a r e
quite adept at knowing what the public
wants, will noll end s upport in the form
of advertising revenue to the league.
The simple reason for this is that only
people who the advertisers believe will
tune in are the same 10,000 people who
attend the r,ames.
Blaming the fans for increased
violence in hockey is basically passing
the buck. The fact that the coaches,
players and league may actually
believe the fans want to see violence is
impor tant. The plain truth is that

BAR EXAMS AREN'T
LIKE LAW SCHOOL EXAMS
Know•nq how ro analyzll complrcaled
essays. confusedly comb•n•ng sever·
af helds of law. aM Nrrlrng coherenr.
IO<J cal 11nd con~·~~e.,, answers !here·
ro. can mako the crucoal o•fference '"
pac;smg thl' Bar Exam VVhy not got
the fe~> of 16 "''Y d ffiCu t Bar Exam
qu~>srrons ~>~!fore !he Feb or July
1982 Bar Exams? Thousands of sru·
denrs for rhe pasr 40 years have
been conv•ncP.d thai tho approach·
analysrs·a'1d srylr rcchnrques ard
methexis !hoy learned ar THE KASS
PROBLEM ANALYSIS CLINICS
were essenual to Iherr success on the

people who pay to see violence wouJd be
quickly replaced by people who pay to
see hockey.
If the fan s are not to blame then the
mo~t likely perpetrator is the league.
As discussed above, if the league truJy
believes that the average fan wants to
see broken bones rather than broken
records it's easy to understand the rise
of violence in hockey. Profits talk in
any business and the NHL is no dif·
ferent. 'onetheless, while the teams
and league m anagement sometimes act
as though they need bifocals. they are
not totally blind to reality. It 's hard to
believe that management would hang
onto the myth of fa ns favor ing violence
when it is rather clear that this is just
not the case.
The key, it seems, does have to do
with the profit motive, but the fans' love
of violence is a clever rue to protect the
real concern.
imply put, if more playe rs played
the game like Wa yne Gretzky fighting
would be as obsolete a the st raight
bladed stick. It may be unfair to use
Gretzky as the example but the point is
that there are too few good hockey
players in the league as opposed to the
number of good enforcers. To put the
idea in practical terms, there a re too
many spots on the roster for them to be
filled by quality players. While some
s ports can s uffer expansion with a
proportional loss of quality the result is
not as obvious as in hockey. If the 22nd
player on a baseball team is not as good
as his counterpart 20 yea rs before expansion, he cannot turn to fi ghting to
improve his value. In hoc key he can,
and the result is the situation we have
today.

Foosbaii
The First Annual Pro-Am Law School
Foosball Tournament Open Classic
s ign-up sheet is posted on the Jaw school
s ports board located in the ma in
hallway between the library a nd Hut·
chins Hall. All interested persons must
s ign their team up before February 25,
1982. The entry fee per team is $1.00 and
must be received by AI Cueller (764·
9032, E-33) or Mark Schaitken (764-9030,
E-30) before the entry deadJine.
Play should start the first week arter
vacation. Cash prizes wiiJ be awa rded
to the finalists in what is tentatively
scheduled to be a best-of-5. single
elimmation tournament. The first
round pairings and playing ruJes will be
posted next to the sign-up form shortly
before the tournament begins.

BM Exarn.

Jjgoldberg
OPEN
Weekdays 10-9
Saturday 1"-'
Suoday 12-5

2TT3 Plymouth Road

Plymouth Mall
(Across from North Campus)
Phone 996-9303

VIsa&
Mastercard
Accepted

Six succcssrve Sundays. starting
Junc6. 1982 from 1 to 4P.M.,at
the N Y Shrraton Hotel. 56th
Slreet & 7th Avenue , N.Y.C.
TUITION FEE: 125.

s

KASS PROBLEM
ANALYSIS CLINICS
27 William St. , N.Y.C.
10005 (2 .12) WH3-2~90

gold
~ ·> f

bond

,J )A 1·11·.J ~~'

· down garments · leather cleanrf'il·
· wat erproofing · l(ee mrnor repaors •

332 maynard
at the tower plaza

'.

668-6335

•
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News & Notices
R.G . To Cover Faculty

by Mike Vale
The Student Senate this Monday appointed a member of the R.G. staff to
fill the vacant slot for student representatives to sit in on faculty meetings.
R.G. Managing Editor Jeff Eisenberg
explained to the Senate that the administration of the paper decided to
reverse a decision made last year by
the paper's previous editors not to
cover the meetings. That decision had
been taken because of a faculty
motion prohibiting attribution of quotes
during the meetings.
In other business. Rep Bob Hedges
reported that an evening escort service
will begin operation on campus March
1st. Two or three taxis will operate
nightly between II p.m. and 2 a m .
with one to continue running until a

later time. Students wishing to use the
service will be able to call for a ride
and, for one dollar, ride anywhere i~
the campus area.
Senate President Doug Ellman reported that Library Director Beverly
Pooley asked the Senate's opinion on
his idea to install word processor terminals at various locations around the
library for student messages and information.
Ellman also reported that a few
professors have suggested that the
present faculty lounge located just outside the new library be converted to a
student-faculty lounge in which
alcoholic beverages might be served.
The Senate voted, 4 2. with two abstentions, to generally support the idea,

Martin Cheating
Other mPmb<>rs of the commiltt!t!,
Professors Pooley and Pepe refused
any comment as did Dean Ecklund. The
R.G. has learned that faculty members
involved in the investigation agreed
that none should talk to the R.G. on an
individual basis, but that the Committee would issue the joint statement
printed above.
However, an independent source
connected with the investigation supplied details of the proceedings. According to this source. the evidence con
sisted of the testimony of one or
possibly two informants. This evidence
was supposedly bolstered by several
pieces of circumstantial evidence. First,
the accused students supposedly
missed many of the same questions on
the exams, which were multiple choice
tests. Secondly, the times at which the
accused took the tests allegedly
suggested the possibility of a scheme.
Finally, it was known that the accused
were friends of one another and that
they sal near each other during the
exams.
According to the source, when the investigation proceeded to the Committee, " the evidence simply fell apart."
The informant supplied this infor-

SPOUSE ABUSE PANEL DI SCUSSI ON: The Family Law Project will
present Dianna Lynchmiller of the
Assault Crisis Center, Lou Okun, a
counselor .for spouse abuser.:s at the
Domestic Violence Project. and a Peer
Counselor from SAFE House to discuss
the cycle of spouse abuse and the importance of legal aid for spouse abuse
victims-Thurs., Feb. 18. 1982 at 4 pm
in Rm . 138 Hutchins Hall . All law
students and faculty are encouraged to
attend.

WLSA I NVITES ALL STUDENTS,
faculty and staff Cmen and women) to
attend the Susan B. Anthony potluck
next Sunday, Feb. 21 at 6 p.m. in the
Lawyers Club dining room. Bring a dish
to share or $2.50. Spouses and friends
are weldome. Registration materials
for the 13th National Conference on
Women and the Law will be available.

from page one

mation: The accused students met with
the Committee members on February
4th-5th and denied that they were in·
volved in any cheating. Moreover, the
Committee's investigation mdicated
that the supposed patterns 10 the accused's exams were not conclusive.
"The tests were bas1cally easy. but
there were a few tricky questions on
each of them. So tt would be natural for
a lot of people m the class to have
missed the same ones.·· The source also
indicated thal the times at which the
exams were taken proved not to be indicative of any cheating pattern.
Another factor suggesting that the
students had not cheated was that
several of them received different final
grades in the class.
Most importantly, the source indicated that the primary informant,
when confronted with the conflicting
evidence, " refused to support his/her
testimony and indicated that he/she
would not participate in further
proceedings. Basically, then , the
Committee was left with nothing."
Dean Ecklund, when informed of
these comments replied " [ don 't think
you have a very good source."

THE
I NTE RNATIONAL
LAW
SOCI ETY will host Leonard Woodcock,
former U.S. Ambassador to China , for
dinner in the Lawyers Club Faculty
Dining Room on Tuesday, February 23.
Sherry at5:00 p m., dinner at 5:30. talk
at 6:15 p.m . in the Lawyers Club
Lounge. Sign-up sheet is on the ILS
bulletin board

two

LEATHER BRI EFS l\1EETING on
Friday at 4:00 PM at Dominic's. Enthusiasts and interested invited. Topic:
Possibilities for spring runs , compilation of relevant law.
BASED ON A VOTE last year,
students wore caps and gowns to
graduation. If anyone this year has
complaints about this system still being
in force, leave a note in the President's
or Vice-President's box at the Senate
office.

Action SportsWear

FACTORY
CLOSEOUTS
Swimweo r ,
Footwear.
Bodyweor
406 E. Libert y
2 blocks off Stat{: St

Bell·'s Pizza
1~

oz. Cokes with any pizza
or
$2.00 off any large pizza

must refer to RG. special when ordering
Offerexptres \1arch /, 1982

716 Packard at State 995-0232
Free delivery after 11:00 a.m.

s:r- Spec1al

:all 1n your order
>63-4636
Pick up

Frosted
10 oz.

in }6
minutes

Mug

Ann Arbc.r's Finest Pizza
Opposite the Oiag at

3 3 8 S . State Street
.A..p.n .Arb or

Beer
Co ckta1ls

a nd
Extensive
W.no L is1

EnJOY
Our
Sicilian Pina

Dat e:
Time:
Free Introductory l ect ure Place:

March 20. 1982
9 :<l0- 11 :00 A.M .
Facull) Dining Roo m

Studying

in Style
R. G. Photos by Paul Engstrom

C'lockwisc from le ft: An un identified law student s kims
throur(h a text in the new law libra•·y add ition. A coat hangs
from the win(iow or a temporarily un occuJJ ied carrel in the
heights or the legal resea rch building. Sitting in the aisle.
fir!>t-ycar law student Walter Pagc '>l'l'm~ unawa re or
passt>r'>· by in the new addition. Third-year student Val Stre hIO\\. howe\'l'r. has trouble concentrating a<, <;I rangers s troll
b) in the old reading room.

